
BROKEBROKE
(SMITH/LATHWELL/CAHILL/PHILLIPS)(SMITH/LATHWELL/CAHILL/PHILLIPS)

Broke, completely skintBroke, completely skint
Broke, can  t afford itBroke, can  t afford it
Broke, got to break this cycle, cycleBroke, got to break this cycle, cycle

My boss just got a pay rise, but I  m still pennilessMy boss just got a pay rise, but I  m still penniless
And I  ve got a decent job, it makes no senseAnd I  ve got a decent job, it makes no sense
The cost of living is so cruel, food, tax, rent, fuelThe cost of living is so cruel, food, tax, rent, fuel
Where does all my money go?Where does all my money go?

Work work work with nothing to show (oh nothing to show))Work work work with nothing to show (oh nothing to show))

Broke, completely skintBroke, completely skint
Broke, can’t afford itBroke, can’t afford it
Broke, got to break this cycle, cycleBroke, got to break this cycle, cycle

One week after payday, already overdrawnOne week after payday, already overdrawn
I have been so careful, but bill’s go on and onI have been so careful, but bill’s go on and on
Try to plan and budget, sums just don  t add upTry to plan and budget, sums just don  t add up

Feels like groundhog day, always in a rut (always in a rut))Feels like groundhog day, always in a rut (always in a rut))

Pay into the system, for it  s our dutyPay into the system, for it  s our duty
Another hard working member of societyAnother hard working member of society

Broke, completely skintBroke, completely skint
Broke, can’t afford itBroke, can’t afford it
Broke, got to break this cycle, cycleBroke, got to break this cycle, cycle
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HIGH ON LIFEHIGH ON LIFE
(LATHWELL/CAHILL/PHILLIPS/SMITH)(LATHWELL/CAHILL/PHILLIPS/SMITH)

Polly doesn  t need the white stuff (the white stuff)Polly doesn  t need the white stuff (the white stuff)

Polly doesn  t swallow no pills (don  t swallow no pills))Polly doesn  t swallow no pills (don  t swallow no pills))
She doesn  t down the ciderShe doesn  t down the cider
She makes her own thrillsShe makes her own thrills

Some people think she  s crazy (she  s crazy))Some people think she  s crazy (she  s crazy))

Some say she  s a fool (she  s no fool))Some say she  s a fool (she  s no fool))
She  s got no inhibitionsShe  s got no inhibitions

She follows her own rulesShe follows her own rules

Maybe she  s just light on lifeMaybe she  s just light on life
Maybe she  s just high on lifeMaybe she  s just high on life

Polly doesn  t see her doctor (her doctor))Polly doesn  t see her doctor (her doctor))

Polly doesn  t answer her calls (don  t answer her calls))Polly doesn  t answer her calls (don  t answer her calls))
She takes no prescriptions She takes no prescriptions 

She  s just off the wallShe  s just off the wall

Now they says she  s missing (she  s missing))Now they says she  s missing (she  s missing))

Vanished in thin air (in thin air))Vanished in thin air (in thin air))
Hope that she  s Still laughingHope that she  s Still laughing

Living without a careLiving without a care

Maybe she  s just light on lifeMaybe she  s just light on life
Maybe she  s just high on lifeMaybe she  s just high on life

Maybe she  s just light on lifeMaybe she  s just light on life
Maybe she  s just highMaybe she  s just high
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CAMP CRUELCAMP CRUEL
(LATHWELL/CAHILL/PHILLIPS/SMITH)(LATHWELL/CAHILL/PHILLIPS/SMITH)

Come and stay in this wonderful placeCome and stay in this wonderful place
Suffering for sake of the human raceSuffering for sake of the human race

Clean, sanitary, board for freeClean, sanitary, board for free
They  ll arrive, but they  ll never leaveThey  ll arrive, but they  ll never leave

Exploit, destroyedExploit, destroyed
Inject, dissectInject, dissect

These animals we must protect!These animals we must protect!

They  ll be well fed on toxic pillsThey  ll be well fed on toxic pills
Pampered with products, to see if it killsPampered with products, to see if it kills

Here for a purpose, no identityHere for a purpose, no identity
Innocence subjected to brutalityInnocence subjected to brutality

Exploit, destroyedExploit, destroyed
Inject, dissectInject, dissect

These animals we must protect!These animals we must protect!
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SO CALLED THIS, SO CALLED THATSO CALLED THIS, SO CALLED THAT
(SMITH/LATHWELL/PHILLIPS)(SMITH/LATHWELL/PHILLIPS)

So called this, so called thatSo called this, so called that
What is fiction, what is fact?What is fiction, what is fact?

Hello, nice to meet youHello, nice to meet you
Wait a minute, so I can judge youWait a minute, so I can judge you
Two minutes, first impressionsTwo minutes, first impressions
Questions, questions, make assumptionsQuestions, questions, make assumptions

What box do you fit into?What box do you fit into?
So I can stamp a label on youSo I can stamp a label on you
What version did I sell you?What version did I sell you?
Did you take me for face value?Did you take me for face value?

So called this, so called thatSo called this, so called that
What is fiction, what is fact?What is fiction, what is fact?
So called this, so called thatSo called this, so called that
What is fiction, what is fact?What is fiction, what is fact?

Sexuality, what you eatSexuality, what you eat
Why specify, to be me?Why specify, to be me?
Self titled, self appointedSelf titled, self appointed
Does it make you more important?Does it make you more important?

So called this, so called thatSo called this, so called that
What is fiction, what is fact?What is fiction, what is fact?

Identify, generalise, simplify, categoriseIdentify, generalise, simplify, categorise
Identify, generalise, simplify, categoriseIdentify, generalise, simplify, categorise

So called this, so called thatSo called this, so called that
What is fiction, what is fact?What is fiction, what is fact?
So called this, so called thatSo called this, so called that
What is fiction, what is fact?What is fiction, what is fact?
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WASTEDWASTED
(PHILLIPS/LATHWELL/SMITH/CAHILL)(PHILLIPS/LATHWELL/SMITH/CAHILL)

Empty bottles lined up by the windowEmpty bottles lined up by the window
Another headache living in this limboAnother headache living in this limbo

Self inflicted, no more sympathySelf inflicted, no more sympathy
Wasted time, come back to realityWasted time, come back to reality

Don  t try to hide, don  t try to hideDon  t try to hide, don  t try to hide
Take back your life, take back your lifeTake back your life, take back your life

Don  t try to hide, don  t try to hideDon  t try to hide, don  t try to hide

Mess, mess, why do you leave such a messMess, mess, why do you leave such a mess
Did you ever think of consequence?Did you ever think of consequence?

Disorder, disorderDisorder, disorder
Repress the stress, roles reversed, chaos, distress emptinessRepress the stress, roles reversed, chaos, distress emptiness

Disorder, disorderDisorder, disorder

Losing grip, forget responsibilityLosing grip, forget responsibility
Empty glass, with the scent of whiskeyEmpty glass, with the scent of whiskey

At the edge, you  re a ticking time bombAt the edge, you  re a ticking time bomb
Tick tick tick, faced by your problemTick tick tick, faced by your problem

Don  t try to hide, don  t try to hideDon  t try to hide, don  t try to hide
Take back your life, take back your lifeTake back your life, take back your life

Don  t try to hide, don  t try to hideDon  t try to hide, don  t try to hide

Mess, mess, why do you leave such a messMess, mess, why do you leave such a mess
Did you ever think of consequence?Did you ever think of consequence?

Disorder, disorderDisorder, disorder
Repress the stress, roles reversed, chaos, distress emptinessRepress the stress, roles reversed, chaos, distress emptiness

Disorder, disorderDisorder, disorder
Disorder, disorderDisorder, disorder
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OUR WORLDOUR WORLD
(LATHWELL/SMITH/PHILLIPS)(LATHWELL/SMITH/PHILLIPS)

We  re living in a fake world, living in a fake worldWe  re living in a fake world, living in a fake world
Living a lieLiving a lie

What happened to this great world, happened to this great world?What happened to this great world, happened to this great world?
I think it diedI think it died

There  s so much pain world, so much pain worldThere  s so much pain world, so much pain world
I wanna cryI wanna cry

There  s too much hate world, too much hate worldThere  s too much hate world, too much hate world
I don  t know whyI don  t know why

oooooooooooooooo

We  re living in a dark world, living in a dark worldWe  re living in a dark world, living in a dark world
Secrets and shameSecrets and shame

We  re living in a scared world, living in a scared worldWe  re living in a scared world, living in a scared world
Who is to blame?Who is to blame?

But we  re a brave world, we  re a brave worldBut we  re a brave world, we  re a brave world
Stand up and fightStand up and fight

This is our world, this is our world This is our world, this is our world 
Lets make it rightLets make it right

oooooooooooooo

Cruel, its a cruel world (break break break...)…)Cruel, its a cruel world (break break break...)…)
Break, break the rules worldBreak, break the rules world

Hate so much hate worldHate so much hate world

Cruel, its a cruel world (fake fake fake...)…)Cruel, its a cruel world (fake fake fake...)…)
Break, break the rules worldBreak, break the rules world

OUR WORLD
(LATHWELL/SMITH/PHILLIPS)

We  re living in a fake world, living in a fake world
Living a lie
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I think it died

There  s so much pain world, so much pain world
I wanna cry

There  s too much hate world, too much hate world
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oooooooo

We  re living in a dark world, living in a dark world
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Cruel, its a cruel world (break break break...)…)
Break, break the rules world

Hate so much hate world

Cruel, its a cruel world (fake fake fake...)…)
Break, break the rules world
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TAKE ME HOMETAKE ME HOME
(LATHWELL)(LATHWELL)

Away from the smoke, the rat raceAway from the smoke, the rat race
Crowded streets and the road rageCrowded streets and the road rage

Take me homeTake me home
Take me homeTake me home

Overpriced, overworkedOverpriced, overworked
Compacted living with no perksCompacted living with no perks
Need clean air so I can breathNeed clean air so I can breath
Time to pack up an leaveTime to pack up an leave

Take me homeTake me home

TAKE ME HOME
(LATHWELL)

Away from the smoke, the rat race
Crowded streets and the road rage

Take me home
Take me home

Overpriced, overworked
Compacted living with no perks
Need clean air so I can breath
Time to pack up an leave

Take me home
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I WANT TO LIVE IN OUTER SPACEI WANT TO LIVE IN OUTER SPACE
(LATHWELL/SMITH/CAHILL/PHILLIPS)(LATHWELL/SMITH/CAHILL/PHILLIPS)

Goodbye global warming  destruction of the earthGoodbye global warming  destruction of the earth
Send me in a rocket to explore the universeSend me in a rocket to explore the universe
Ice caps are melting  forests in declineIce caps are melting  forests in decline
Running out of oil  running out of timeRunning out of oil  running out of time

I want to live in outer space I want to live in outer space 

Other possibilities in the galaxyOther possibilities in the galaxy
We don  t know what  s out there, let  s start a colonyWe don  t know what  s out there, let  s start a colony
Eat lunch on the moon, holiday on MarsEat lunch on the moon, holiday on Mars
Fly around in spaceships, abandon all the carsFly around in spaceships, abandon all the cars

I want to live in outer spaceI want to live in outer space

The planet will be grateful, if we just leave it beThe planet will be grateful, if we just leave it be
The wildlife can take over, just how it should be, it should beThe wildlife can take over, just how it should be, it should be
For all humanityFor all humanity

I want to live in outer spaceI want to live in outer space

I WANT TO LIVE IN OUTER SPACE
(LATHWELL/SMITH/CAHILL/PHILLIPS)

Goodbye global warming  destruction of the earth
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I want to live in outer space

The planet will be grateful, if we just leave it be
The wildlife can take over, just how it should be, it should be
For all humanity
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